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The Dutch context



Responsible Rebellion

• A call for more innovative forms of housing.

• Various promising initiatives.

• Often a difficult and long process to establish such initiatives. Follows a long 
administrative process and private and public consultation with a large number of 
parties. New initiatives have a mixed level of success.

• Barriers such as: rules and regulations within municipalities, financing, finding the 
right location.

• How to develop these new housing initiatives together with (future) residents?



Responsible Rebellion

Responsible rebellion

• Lessons learned from 17 founders of innovative housing initiatives for older adults, 
that are known to do things differently (directors, social entrepreneurs, members 
supervisory boards). (17 interviews).

Rebellious participation

• Lessons learned about developing collective housing initiatives together with 
(future) residents: four cases. (20 interviews and focusgroups (3) with 16 people)



Rebellion According to ‘Rebellious’ founders

• Keeping the higher goal in mind;

• taking action;

• learning by trial-and-error; 

• and thinking critically. 



Institutional context: 
Barriers of rules and regulations

Perceived barriers:

- Housing and care are usually two separate policy fields.

- The amount and rigidity of legislation and regulations.

- Local regulations and procedures are often not attuned to 
initiatives that deviate from the ‘ordinary’. 

“The main problem is that due to all the regulations 

everything is tied down in rules and budgets. As such, 

there is no opportunity to experiment in a certain area or 

neighbourhood.” 



Institutional context: Dealing with
rules and regulations 

• Manoeuvre, challenge and sometimes 
ignore certain rules or frameworks.

• Operate in a responsible way. 

“In general, people prefer to 

follow the rules, otherwise 

there will be a hassle. 

However, we are prosecuting 

against the state about the 

new Housing Act. The 

government is convinced 

about a certain 

interpretation of the Act. We 

disagree on this, as it is not 

written down in the Act.” 

“It is just more like acting in the spirit of the rules 

than simply [strictly] following the existing rules.” 

“What is very important to me personally, is 

that we do business in a socially responsible 

manner. We use public funds and we want 

to use these funds in the best possible way. 

[ . . . ] The social responsibility we have is 

very important to us.” 



Creating supportive contexts 

• Communication, transparency and accountability.

• Both within and outside the organization.

“How do you organise change? I made a list of 

healthcare organisations, social housing 

associations and municipalities that are also 

focused on change. I try to create a coalition of the 

willing with them.” 

“It is assumed that they [the health 

care inspectorate] need to tick all 

the boxes. However, if you talk with 

people from the inspectorate, it 

becomes slightly different and it 

appears to be more nuanced.”



Participation of (future) residents
• How to involve (future) residents?

The World Health Organization (WHO)
defined participation as

“a process by which people are
enabled to become actively and
genuinely involved in defining issues
of concern to them, in making
decisions about factors that affect
their lives, in formulating and
implementing policies, in planning,
developing and delivering services
and in taking action to achieve
change” (WHO, 2016, p.11).

Van Hoof, et.al (2021)



Barriers

• How to include not only voices of  ‘Usual 
suspects’.

• Tokenism.

• How to think and talk about a future you 
are maybe still unaware of (growing older, 
needing care and support, living together 
with other people).

Lessons from four cases, both perspectives 
of initiators and residents (interviews N=20 
and focus groups N=16).

Van Hoof, et.al (2021)



Having a diverse set of 
methods of participation

Creating a shared vision 
about participation

Considering 
participation as an 
ongoing process

Concepting and 
design phaseInitiation phase Transition to living 

together

Ownership and 
exploring the options 
and making decisions 
about living together

Successful elements of methods for 
participation:
ü Discussing together in small groups
ü Seeing examples (reference sites)
ü Using creative elements
ü Creating the right atmosphere

Involving stakeholders 
from an early stage

Creating a shared vision 
of the desired level of 

participation

Preconditions: mutual trust - communication - open attitude



Initiation Phase

• Work together from an early phase.

• Creating a Shared Vision about Participation Together with (Future) Residents.

• Start exploring how to live together early on.

“Right before the renovation, [the existing building] really looked like a nursing 

home. So, because I have seen the changes that were made together during 

the process, I sometimes turn a blind eye for the little things. Those things 

that people who enter the building for the first time really feel irritated about. 

[…] I think the house looks amazing, whereas new people may complain.”



Wat doen de initiatieven aan het
betrekken van (toekomstige) bewoners?

ConceptingandDesignPhase

Tavy et al, 2022



Concepting and Design Phase

It can be difficult for people to imagine how growing old together would look like.

• Using Creative Elements.

• Seeing Examples of Group Housing.

• Discussing Together in Small Groups (6-8 people)

- A varied mix of methods and for different topics.

- The Right Atmosphere.

“Me? Going to an official 

meeting? …too much talking. I do 

like to be involved in more 

informal activities, and think 

about how to create a nice 

community together.”

“For example, how will we live together, how to resolve conflicts? 

[…] When you stroll on the beach together, you have your mind set 

on the horizon, you feel relaxed. Well, then you talk so easily with 

each other and you really get to know one another.” Bewoner)



Transition to living together

• Exploring Options 
and Making Decisions about Living Together 
(from the start).

• Ownership.

• Explore the desired Level of Participation.

• Considering Participation as an Ongoing Process.

““Now that th
e organisation is less actively 

involved, it 
[a discussion] becomes really 

personal m
ore quickly. Deciding everything for 

ourselves now is at th
e same tim

e 

disadvantageous because at th
e end of th

e 

day we have to live together as well”.

“We wanted to change the front yard. One of 

the eighty-year-olds who did not want to be 

an active member of the workgroup, said 

‘but you [the members of the workgroup] 

don’t have a wheeled walker and that 

information has to be included too’. Then I 

thought, you have a point. And I said, you 

know what we will do, every time we have 

new ideas, we’ll present them to you first and 

ask your opinions. “



• Trust and Communication

• Keeping an Open Attitude towards Residents’ Ideas

What is 
needed

“You have to be brave enough to let your own ideas go.”

“You don’t know what will be the end result in the 
beginning. Even do not try to secretly think about 

the direction you want the project to go 
beforehand. You have to be brave enough to let 
your own ideas go. Often organisations say it is 
about the customer. But I would like to say, ok, if 
that is so, make it happen! And you will see, it will 

always work out!”

“We always have to battle for this within the organisation: 

“Don’t yet go to the drawing board [to draft a design]!” I 

do understand that you make calculations to check for 

feasibility in advance. But in construction, we are used to 

going directly to the drawing board, [go to] developers, 

and when designs are done, we still have to start [with the 

participation of residents]. But the drawings are basically 

done. A part of the organisation is used to this way of 

working. Then we have to say: ‘No this is not going to 

happen!’ Making calculations is fine, as you need to know 

what your boundary conditions are. But please be careful 

not to fill in plans!”



• Keeping an Open Attitude towards Residents’ Ideas.

- What do people really want?  (4 rooms, swimming pool) 

- Creating space for participation
embedded within the organization.

• This can lead to surprising and innovative results.

“You have to be able to walk off the 

beaten tracks. “W
hen you have to 

bring about change, you have to be 

m
ore disconnected from

 structures 

otherwise there is a risk of being 

sucked back in by those sam
e 

structures.”

“Don’t underestimate the reaction we received 

when residents posed the idea of students living 

in the building. The alarm bells were ringing. 

[Some colleagues said:] ‘What are you going to 

do? Renting apartments to students? We are a 

housing association for older people, we don’t 

have the experience, that is not even allowed.”



• Meaningful participation may call for innovative and creative 
approaches to create an environment in which all residents can 
have a say in the participation process and impact the final design 
and its use. This, in turn, should lead to a more inclusive social and 
built environment for older people. 



www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/17/17/6235 www.mdpi.com/2075-5309/12/3/367
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